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----------------------------------------------------------- Intro My
name is Szaky Fekete, also known as MC Mabe. I'm

a composer based in Germany, playing a central
role in the world of beatboxing and DJing. My

musical background is that of a computer
musician. I'm mainly using Reason and Cubase as
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my DAW for composition and production. I also
occasionally use Reaktor for some of my modular
FX patches. In the recent years I've developed a
strong interest in the progressive genre, mostly

neoclassical and neo-prog. Games are a huge part
of my life, with the first game playing-craze kicking

off in 2001 with NHL 2001. Since then I've been
involved with developing games for Microsoft XNA,
Xbox 360 and Xbox One. My particular interests lie

in the design and development of games. I
specialize in story driven games. I'm currently

working on a FPS titled Synthwave Dream, which is
a science fiction themed first person shooter. The

story revolves around a young man who is
abducted and taken away to an otherworld of

synthetic beings. As it turns out, he's no stranger
to this world, and is able to blend in thanks to his

implants. However, things take a bad turn when he
finds himself caught in a mortal fight between

humans and synthetic life forms, and it's up to him
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to find a way out of this situation. Game
Introduction Synthwave Dream is a sci-fi themed,

first-person shooter. It's a single player, story
driven game, with a story branching system,

allowing the player to switch between different
outcomes. While there will be four major endings,
there's also an unlockable mode where the player

can explore a part of the synthworld (synthetic
alien planet) which was left in ruins after the war
began. The player can switch between the human
forms he controls and the alien forms his synthetic

allies will take. As I mentioned earlier, I'm
interested in the story driven genre, and with that

in mind, I hope
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To all the people who don't care about the rights of
the original creators to their music: 1. Conquering
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Technology. 2. Copyright is everyones
responsibility. 3. This is for entertainment

purposes, don't download illegal copies or fakes! 4.
If you get caught, you've been warned, now go

home and do something else. I want to give credit
where credit is due. I want to say that this is all [ .
If I credit someone, I want credit myself, so here's
the credits :D 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8) In addition to
all the music I have a lot more music that wasn't
used, but some of it was used in the music video.

Follow me. I'm always bringing music to the
people, so come join me, you'll always be learning
some more about music. The Team : #0 : #1 : #2 :
I'm sorry if the credits have taken over too much
of the description, I'll fix that soon! Dear Artist,

6d1f23a050
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